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The Kala of Papua New Guinea 

Most Kala people live in the coastal villages of Papua New 

Guinea’s Huon Gulf area  that their families have lived in for 

generations, but some live in Lae and other cities of the nation. 

The number of people who speak Kala as their primary language 

is 2,200 as of the 2011 census but the total number who count 

their ethnicity as Kala is about 3,000. Most Kala speakers support 

themselves through fishing and keeping small gardens. Many also 

have relatives who have jobs in towns and they depend on those 

relatives to help them financially for things that require money 

such as the annual fees they must pay for their children to attend 

school. 

Most Kala people consider themselves Christians. But all too 

often their Christian beliefs do not seem relevant to the most 

important areas of their lives. They live in fear of evil spirits, 

ghosts and sorcerers who might secretly be working magic to 

cause them or their children to die. They feel worthless and have a 

hard time believing that God really loves them. When someone 

become very ill or dies unexpectedly, people see it as judgment 

for sin, a result of sorcery or a result of ghosts who are acting 

against them. They have no Bible in their language and so an 

effort has begun to let the people hear directly from the Word for 

themselves and become true disciples of the Lord Jesus. 

Primary Religion: 

 Christian 
 ____________________________________________________________ 

Disciples (Matt 28:19): 

 27% 
 ____________________________________________________________ 

Churches: 

 Unknown 
 _____________________________________________________________ 

Scripture Status (Matt 28:20): 

 Translation in progress 
 ____________________________________________________________ 

Population (date): 

 2,200 (2011) 
 ____________________________________________________________ 

 



The Kala of Papua New Guinea__________________________                      ___ 
 

Have They Heard The Gospel? 

 

 
Hindrances to Scripture Use  Translation is just beginning. The Kala team works in a cluster 

      project with teams in other nearby languages. They will use the 

      New Testament in Bukawa, a related language, as a source text 

      for computer adaptation of the Scripture. From Bukawa, they 

      will generate a Kala rough draft. First, teams learn together in 

      workshops. Then they work with other speakers of their own 

      languages to check texts for accuracy and community  

      comprehension, to refine those drafts. Since the Kala language 

      group do not have an accepted way of writing their language, 

      there will need to be much community involvement in deciding 

      how to write their language. An onsite SIL consultant works 

      closely with the translators. 

How Have They Responded          

 to the Gospel?    Protestant missionaries evangelized the Huon Gulf area during 

      the 1930s and today most residents consider themselves  

      Christians and belong to a denominational church. But many 

      parts of their lives continue in darkness. Church leaders long to 

      see their members truly free from fear of evil spirits, curses and 

      spells. Although the Kala language is spoken by only a small 

      population, the people who speak it are individually precious to 

      God. 


